The ThinkPad® TrackPoint II Keyboard translates the ThinkPad notebook’s iconic typing experience into a stand-alone device. True to form, it features the same dish-shaped ergonomic keycaps for comfort, as well as an integrated TrackPoint for easy navigation in tight spaces without a mouse. It’s versatile and reliable Bluetooth®/Wireless Nano USB Dongle allows up to 2 devices to connect, and supports both Android™ and Windows. Even the visually impaired can enjoy the TrackPoint II, thanks to its 6-point entry support.

**ICONIC THINKPAD TYPING JUST GOT COMPACT.**

**WHY YOU NEED THE THINKPAD TRACKPOINT KEYBOARD II**

**Same Experience, Less Space**
The TrackPoint II uses the same keycaps, typing distance, actuation force, scissor switches, tactile feedback, and mouse-free TrackPoint as the ThinkPad notebooks, but repackages it in a compact form with next-level technology such as 6-point entry for the visually impaired.

**Cutting-Edge Connectivity**
The TrackPoint II uses the latest, most stable 2.4 GHz wireless and Bluetooth® 5 technology with Swift Pair support allowing users to quickly switch between two connected devices, whether they’re running Android™ or Windows.

**Impressive Battery Life**
Most batteries would struggle to support the amount of technology packed into the TrackPoint II. That’s why we developed a unique solution that can last up to 2 months on a single charge. Better yet, just 15 minutes of charging via USB-C delivers up to a week of life.
**TrackPoint Keyboard II**

### Specifications

**Performance**
- **Supported OS**: Windows 10, Windows 7, Android™ 9
- **PC Systems**: Supported PC or Tablet with USB Port or Bluetooth®
- **Layout**: Compact Keyboard
- **Number of Keys**: Varies depending on language
- **Tilt Adjustable**: Yes
- **Key Style**: Chiclet
- **Switch Type**: Swissor Switch
- **Key Pitch**: X-direction: 19.05 mm, Y-direction: 19.05 mm
- **Key Lifecycle**: Up to 10 Million Clicks
- **Spill-resistant**: Yes
- **Special Features**: ThinkPad TrackPoint, 6-point Key Entry for Visually Impaired

**Design**
- **Dimensions (W x D x H)** (mm): 306 x 164 x 14
- **Weight**: Starting at 1.01 lbs (460 g)
- **Color**: Black

**Connectivity**
- **Interface**: Bluetooth® 5.0 and 2.4 GHz Wireless via Nano USB-A Receiver
- **Quick Pairing**: Supports Microsoft Swift Pair
- **Battery**: Integrated Rechargeable Battery
- **Battery Life**: Up to 2 Months in Single Charge
- **Power Requirement**: 5V, 0.5A via USB-C Charging Port
- **Included Charging Cable**: USB-C to USB-A (1 m)

**Information**
- **Part Numbers (PN)**:
  - 4Y40X49493: US English
  - 4Y40X49496: Canadian French (ACNOR)
  - 4Y40X49498: Canadian French (OSB)
  - 4Y40X49499: LA Spanish
  - 4Y40X49500: Brazil Portuguese
  - 4Y40X49501: Arabic
  - 4Y40X49502: Belgian
  - 4Y40X49503: Bulgarian
  - 4Y40X49504: Danish
  - 4Y40X49505: Spanish
  - 4Y40X49506: French
  - 4Y40X49507: German
  - 4Y40X49508: Greek
  - 4Y40X49509: Hebrew
  - 4Y40X49510: Hungarian
  - 4Y40X49511: Icelandic
  - 4Y40X49512: Italian
  - 4Y40X49513: Norwegian
  - 4Y40X49514: Portuguese
  - 4Y40X49515: Russian
  - 4Y40X49516: Slovenian
  - 4Y40X49517: Swedish/Finnish
  - 4Y40X49518: Swiss
  - 4Y40X49519: Turkish

- **Warranty**: 1 Year
- **Ship Group (What’s in the Box)**:
  - ThinkPad TrackPoint Keyboard II
  - 1 x Nano USB-A Receiver
  - 1 x USB-C to USB-A Charging Cable (1 m)
- **Product Documents**:
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